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                    The official University store
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                    Participate in the next Summer School

                    Orient your future and anticipate your pathingresso in UCBM
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                    IoT & AI for Frugal Innovation
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                    UCBM celebrates its first 30 years
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Find your path




Medicine and Surgery
The master's and single-cycle degree course in Medicine and Surgery for the...

Find out more





Food and Human Nutrition Sciences
The three-year degree course in Food Sciences and...

Find out more





Biomedical Engineering
Train a professional in the biomedical sector

Find out more





Industrial Engineering
The degree in IngIndustrial engineering allows you to carry out the activity of...

Find out more





Medicine and Surgery 'MedTech'
6-years program designed to integrate Medicine and Biomedical...

Find out more





Medicine and Surgery
6-years international Master's Degree Program in Medicine and Surgery

Find out more





Nursing
Bachelor's degree program to become a nurse. Nurse training...

Find out more





Food Science and Technology and Supply Chain Management
Master's degree course to become experts in the food sectors...

Find out more





IngChemical engineering for Sustainable Development
Master's Degree Course in IngChemical Engineering for Development...

Find out more





Physiotherapy
The three-year degree course to become a physiotherapist aims to train...

Find out more





IngIntelligent Systems engineering
Master's Degree Course in IngIntelligent Systems engineering

Find out more





Medical Radiology Techniques for Imaging and Radiotherapy
The three-year degree course to become a radiology technician and carry out...

Find out more





IngBiomedical engineering
Master's degree course to become ingbiomedical engineer

Find out more





Food and Human Nutrition Sciences
Master's degree course to become experts in the food sectors...

Find out more





UCBM Academy
Training programs to respond to the needs of the job market

Find out more









Discover UCBM
Immerse yourself in the Decima di Malafede Nature Reserve to discover the places where every day the students of the Departmental Faculties of Medicine and Surgery receive 360° training, Ingengineering and Sciences and Technologies for Sustainable Development and One Health. 

Virtual Tour


Study with us
The teaching activity ofUniversità Campus Bio-Medico di Roma it is centered on the sciences that contribute to personal care, respect for the environment for sustainable development and the protection of health.

All the paths


Bachelor's Degree Courses



Master's Degree Courses



Specialization Schools



PhD



Masters and Specialization



                    
                                            
                                        
                    



Ask our students





Lourdes
MD Program in Medicine and Surgery
I COME FROM
Jish, Israel

Chat with Lourdes



Dima
MD Program in Medicine and Surgery
I COME FROM
Nazareth, Israel

Chat with Dima



Matina
Master's Degree Course in Food and Human Nutrition Sciences
I COME FROM
Asti, Italy

Chat with Martina



Alexander
MD Program in Medicine and Surgery
I COME FROM
USA

Chat with Alexander


Read their profiles 
 Ask them anythinging about their experiences  
 Happy Chating!  
See more students






Latest news

See all the news




Innovative drugs: agreement signed with IRBM
Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma and Fondazione Policlinico Universitario Campus Bio-Medico have signed a framework agreement with IRBM, an important center […]


    News

    
29 Mar


Universities: places of dialogue and comparison
The CRUI reiterates that violence contradicts the very essence of the university, the natural home of critical thinking, and renews its firm [...]


    News

    
28 Mar


"At the table in Space", astronauts will be able to drink wine
The "A […] Symposium" was held on 20 and 21 March in Rome at the headquarters of the Italian Space Agency.


    News

    
28 Mar


RomeCup 2024, artificial intelligence and robotics
It ended on Friday 22 March with the award ceremony in the Campidoglio by the mayor of Roma Capitale Roberto Gualtieri, […]


    News

    
25 Mar


Gender Equality & Relational identity of men and women
Promoted by Consulting Science and Philosophy Committee ofUniversità Campus Bio-Medico di Roma, Wednesday 14 March, the seminar "Gender Equality & Identity […]


    News

    
22 Mar


The first National University Day
UCBM and Harvard explain how to build a happy life through virtues Wednesday 20 March 2024, the Campus Bio-Medico University of […]


    News

    
21 Mar


March 15, National Day Against Eating Disorders
The words of the teacher UCBM Laura Della Ragione “The XII National Day against Eating Disorders must be an opportunity to […]


    News

    
15 Mar


"Sine Cura" Award to Admiral Nicola Carlone
For merits achieved in the field of security and intelligence On the occasion of the XVI edition of the Master in Homeland Security […]


    News

    
14 Mar


Canteen UCBM for the climate
L'Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma is in fourth place in the "Ranking Canteens for the Climate 2023", the report created for […]


    News

    
7 Mar


Anti-violence and stalking numbering 1522
L'Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma joins the CRUI initiative to promote the national anti-violence and stalking numbering, 1522. Promoted by […]


    News

    
4 Mar


Summer School in Medicine and Ingengineering
They will leave atUniversità Campus Bio-Medico di Roma, from June, the only Italian Summer Schools in Medicine and Ingengineering for students […]


    News

    
22 Feb


Italy's ambition for cybersecurity
As part of the Ambizione Italia training program for cybersecurity, promoted by the Fondazione Mondo Digitale and Microsoft Italia, in partnership with the University […]


    News

    
19 Feb


                    
                                            
                                        
                    






The Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma promotes integrated teaching structures
The Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma was born in 1993, with the aim of creating a cultural project capable of re-proposing the value of the person at the center of biomedical sciences. Young people are offered a cultural, professional and human training course based on the unity of knowledge according to the idea of the University as a community of students and teachers. An integral part of this project is the collaboration with the Campus Bio-Medico University Hospital, in which the dimension of service to man is achieved par excellence, in the particular experience of the disease.

Campus services

See all Campus Services
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Discover all the ways to support us
Supporting the Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma and the Campus Bio-Medico University Hospital Foundation means contributing to the growth of organizations committed to guaranteeing the excellence of research and university education and to offering quality healthcare services, with particular attention to the needs of the person.
 

Support us


Human Centered Science

See all articles





Responsible finance in technological processes
Sustainability and innovation in the annual conference of Efma managers Francesco Unali Ucbm continues to grow also on the path of internationalization [...]


    Human Centered Science

    
30 November


“Knowoman”, prevention at the center of women's health
Series of meetings organized by Ucbm Academy in collaboration with the Gynecology unit of Francesca Zinghinihini Women are on average […]


    Human Centered Science

    
23 November


"This is how I invented CasaAmica"
Lucia Vedani and welcoming patients and families of Paola Raschielli “Each of us can save the other, as long as we […]


    Human Centered Science

    
16 November


Competitiveness, Rome Technopole is born
Ucbm among the founders of the foundation for the relaunch of Lazio Francesco Unali Relaunching the production fabric of the Region [...]


    Human Centered Science

    
9 November


Interview with Maurizio Tarquini
"New profiles already requested" by Beatrice Passarelli To graduate the professionals of tomorrow, the university is called to interpret the […]


    Human Centered Science

    
3 November


Universities and businesses, the future is synergy
Comparison with the protagonists of the biomedical and pharmaceutical sectors Francesco Unali Companies and universities to build the future, accelerating […]


    Human Centered Science

    
22 Ott


How a forest is born in Rome
Thanks to Cbm Spa and Arbolia, 3680 new trees were planted Martina D'Onofrio Not many know that Rome is the […]


    Human Centered Science

    
14 Ott


Emergencies, lifesaving drones are on the way
Innovative project in collaboration with SIS 118 di Francesca Zinghinihini Time is precious and is a determining factor for […]


    Human Centered Science

    
7 Ott


Beating anorexia by overcoming taboos
"Hungry for Love" sheds light on the most common eating disorders of Francesco Unali The scientific societies of Neuropsychiatry and Neuropsychopharmacology have provided […]


    Human Centered Science

    
3 Ott


ODIN, an ever more up-to-date smart hospital
di Martina D'Onofrio In UCBM the 4th plenary meetinging of the European project coordinated by Medtronic Iberica 28 September 2022 - […]


    Human Centered Science

    
28 Sept


Breast cancer: organoids to develop more effective drugs
Obtained for the first time from metastases, with organoids it will be possible to develop targeted and effective drugs Beatrice Passarelli [...]


    Human Centered Science

    
4 Aug


Water, sun and CO2: the fuel of the future from hydrogen
Biomethanol at the heart of a circular economy project of which Ucbm is a partner of Beatrice Passarelli July 29th […]


    Human Centered Science

    
29 Lug


                    
                                            
                                        
                    






Culture

Campus Life
Music, art, theater and more besides studying
See our initiatives


Sport

Campus Life
Fun, sharing, well-being and personal growth
See our initiatives


Cooperation and Volunteering

Cooperation and Volunteering
To grow in the spirit of solidarity and gratuitousness
See our initiatives


Chaplaincy

Chaplaincy
Together for a profound encounter between Science and Faith
See our initiatives






Scheduled events

See all Events
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                    April
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                    Second Symposium “Art and Science”.
                

                
                    The canons of beauty between figurative arts, music and science. The exemplary case of Impressionism.
                

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

            
        

        
                    
                                            
                                        
                    



Official Qualification
Double-click this headline to edit the text.
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L'Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma promotes integrated teaching and research structures, pursuing the good of the person as the main aim of its activities.
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Download your MyUCBM app:
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